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Abstract—Current era of advancement in microelectroniccommunication and networking has inspired
researchers to analyse, design and develop cost effective
integrated sensing, computing and communicating through
Wireless Sensor Network (WSN). WSN is a group of lowpowered, tiny devices capable to sense the environment, gather
and process that sensed data and communicating with each
other to achieve certain results of common tasks. In this paper,
the results and models of experiments supported and using the
Wireless sensor equipment with distances extending from 80m
to 100m are presented. The results illustrate that Short distance
wireless sensor networks (SDWSN) are conceivable and the
distance affect the quality of those links.
Index Terms—MoteView, SDWSN, TinyOS, WSN, Zigbee.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) is one of the immensely
researched topic in present development. Wireless sensor
networks are a type of network framework with low energy
utilization, self-organized, diversified structure. The intention
is to sense, gather and process data in the network scope
region, and send it to the remote server. The flexible network
of WSNs make it appropriate for diverse applications
for example; traffic observing, industrial control method,
environmental monitoring [1], fire hazards detection [2], health
monitoring [3] and object trailing in military surveillances [4].
WSN are collection of sensors nodes physically dispersed
in a specified indoor or outdoor location. A WSN targets to
collect environmental data and the node devices assignment
may or may not be predetermined. The nodes in the
network can have definite or consistent communication with
all devices; therefore communication defines a topology
according to their application. For illustration, the WSN
can be with both kinds of topologies being the identical
(mesh, star, so on). However, this is not for all the cases and
applications. The rational topology is principally well-defined
centered on the nodes logical role. It may be either ad hoc
or approach based (self-organized, clustering, tracking, etc.).
The approach is based on the network available properties
and defined.
Previously, research shows that the common domestic
and industrial automation application is increasing with the
pace of time, however it is supported with standard protocol
of IEEE 802.15.4 for low-data rate wireless personal area
network (LR-WPAN) [5]. The MAC layer and physical
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standards are provided by IEEE 802.15.4.
The physical layer manages transmission and information
gathering administrations, radio interface administration
utilizing the Clear Channel Assessment module (CCA), Link
Quality Indication (LQI) module and Energy Detection (ED)
module. The Industrial Scientific and Medical (ISM) band is
used for data transmission for communication purpose. The
MAC layer offers a few capacities to make and deal with a
Personal Area Network (PAN) characterizing a control casing
and utilizing CSMA/CA to guarantee channel admittance.
Additionally, the security algorithms are underpinned by the
MAC Layer including recognizing of frameworks with error
correction schemes.
Centralized realization techniques are suitable for networks
in which the power processing capability mostly depends on
an exceptional device. In given circumstances, this device
is liable for the processing, coordination, and management
of the sensed and gathered data. That also forwards this
information to a sink node
In Distributed realization techniques, the data is achieved
by every node in the system and decisions are taken and
restricted to its neighboring node (single-hop neighbors).
Self-organization is one of the best significant distributed
techniques in recent years. A sensor network using this
technique is able to attain a promising performance
where the nodes communicate independently and organize
autonomously. The objective is to accomplish tasks which
overdo its discrete abilities as a alone node.
Furthermore, important arrangements identified for WSNs
are Bluetooth [6], IEEE 802.11 [7] and the topical Wireless
HART [8] standard. Bluetooth is reasonable for Wireless
Personal Area Network (WPAN) described by relatively
few nodes. The most utilized standard is 802.11 for remote
correspondence however it doesn’t give any tool to assurance
low power utilization. WirelessHart is a convention in view
of IEEE 802.15.4, utilized for lattice systems. whereas,
it’s not adaptable and barely versatile to element topology
alternates. Oneother scheme, in light of IEEE 802.15.4
standard, is ZigBee [9]; the point of this practice is to make
a system and application layer giving routing methodology,
network administration and implementation of MAC charges
at advanced layer with small power utilization. ZigBee’s
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application layer is formed with the driver and the code
within the ROM memory. The cutting edge era of sensor
nodes can utilize distinctive working framework like Contiki
[10], Nano-RK [11] and TinyOS [12]. Contiki works in a
multi-tasking working framework utilized for old designs and
installed frameworks. That has been formed in C language
for 8 bit microcontrollers and described by a specific TCP/IP
stack (uIP). Nano-RK is a constant situated OS utilized by
sensor nodes with specific equipment. Its MAC layer gives
CSMA/CA and a B-MAC implement to guarantee channel
access. At long last, TinyOS is an open source OS reasonable
for most sort of sensor nodes. It is occasion based and totally
no-blocking and it gives a few libraries, available in NesC
dialec, associated specifically to the source code.

interferences, without hurdles scenario is best result oriented
because nodes attained a better performance with a higher
distance.

In real solicitations that entail sensor monitoring in excess
of short distances for example temperature and light observing
in a prescribed indoor area, the short wireless series provided
by WSNs may be a restraining feature in terms of both
cost (multi-hop routing above long distances may want
several sensors) and coverage (the short distance sensors can
ranges over a few hundred of meters). This paper reenters
the difficulties of short distance wireless sensor network
distribution by evaluating the significance of using diverse
data received at different distances in short distance links and
recommending a short distance wireless sensor distribution
as case revision.

To ensure the implementation the WSN, we utilized Mote
Works, a stage which gives an interface to improve formation
and noticing of the WSN. Fundamental programming used
are MoteConfig and Mote View. Initially it provides a basic
GUI to program Motes while the other one comprises of
an instinctive interface to make and deal by means of the
network. At initially, we need to program every Mote. Mote
Works gives two firmware to program gateway and basic node
individually. The gatewy firmware is composed to execute
required capacities to assemble information originating from
different nodes. Moreover, it is additionally composed to
send data distinguished to the server in which Mote View
is running. When the sum total of what Motes have been
programed utilizing MoteView, we can gather information by
all nodes.

This paper is systematized as follows: In section II, the
Principle of Procedure is discussed, section III provides
experiments and Results of an internal application. Finally,
section IV reviews the paper and suggests possible future
work.
II. PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION
In our work, numerous motes with IEEE 802.15.4 expertise
have been utilized. A sensor describes significances as
its role in the network. Traffic promoting nodes have a
lesser priority than fully efficient nodes (sense, coordinate,
process, and forward data). The network control is made in a
hierarchical way and is centered according to the roles. This
sort of networks is normally employed using the 802.15.4
[13] protocol. For example, [14] offerings a multi-sink
setting architecture (ICatchYou) [15] centered on the protocol
802.15.4. Thus it engages a multihop forwarding policy
and discourses the sensor localization. Authors proposed a
centralized technique to ensure high mobility between sink
nodes.
Self-configuration is utilized to discover the proper sink for
the registration procedure; they used some metrics for sorting
proper sink, where the data is gathering. Each sensor node
obtains all communications right through the sink node. There
are two scenarios, in first one is a nearest one with hurdles
and interferences and in the second one without hurdles or
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Our paper based on working of TinyOS to illustration of
a modest WSN in indoor home presentation. Particularly
hardware setup implemented are firstly, the IRIS mote
(XM2110) [13] in which data could be transfered at 250
Kbits/sec with 2.4GHz as in IEEE 802.11. Secondly, MDA100
[14] in sensor board with temperature and light sensor.
Finally, MIB520 [13] in base station to connect the IRIS
mote to the server over a USB serial port as a hardware
interface.

Nowadays in many wireless sensor network (WSN)
applications the whole system must be able to work
unattended in brutal environments in which immaculate
human access and observing cannot be feasible or proficiently
overseen or it’s even not efficient at all. In light of this basic
desire, in numerous huge WSN applications the sensor nodes
are regularly conveyed arbitrarily in the region of enthusiasm
by moderately uncontrolled means (i.e., dropped from air) and
they arrange a network in a ad hoc pattern. Also, considering
the whole region that must be covered, the life of the battery
of the sensors is brief and the likelihood of having smashed
nodes while deployed, substantial populaces of sensors are
normal; it’s a characteristic probability that hundreds or even
a huge number of sensor nodes will be included. Likewise,
sensors in such situations are vitality compelled and their
batteries generally cannot be chargeable.
In this manner, clearly energy awared routing and data
collecting protocols offering high versatility ought to be
connected all together that network lifetime is maintained
acceptably high in such environments. One of the stringent
prerequisites of the nodes is the proficient utilization of the
energy stored. A few algorithms have been intended for
proficient management of nodes power energy in WSNs
utilizing different clustering plans.
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A. Architecture
WSN splits every cluster having a cluster head liable for
data collecting from the nodes and referring it to the base
station (sink). Sensors are regularly organized compactly to
mollify the coverage obligation, which allows convinced nodes
to arrive the sleep mode thus permitting substantial energy
reserves. The cluster heads can be designated indiscriminately
or centered on one or more principles. Assortment of cluster
head principally upsets WSNs lifespan. Ultimate cluster head
is the one which has the maximum outstanding energy, the
maximum amount of neighbor nodes, and the lowest distance
from base station.

Fig. 2: Data View received from MDA 100

Fig. 3: Node Health received from MDA 100

correspondence parameters similar to, Transmitted and
received signal control, packet loss rate and forwarded
packets rate as appeared in Figure.3.

Fig. 4: Temperature Histogram

Fig. 1: (a)Centralized Realization Technique Architecture
(b)Distributed Realization Technique Architecture
III. EXPERIMENTATION AND RESULTS
The user can examine different aspects of the sensor
network system by selecting different menu options. This
view presents all the parameters (i.e. voltage, light and
temperature) of three nodes connected to gateway shown in
Figure 1.
Data put something aside for every node is light, voltage,
and temperature. Mote View additionally measures nodes
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The rate of the packets with a settled estimation of
temperature is appeared in a histogram as appeared in Figure.
4.
Saved information for all the nodes (i.e. light, temperature
and voltage) and mote communication parameters are
represented with percentage of the packet with a fixed value,
in Figure. 4.
The Mote View demonstrate a bar chart in which
statistical distribution of a single sensor data that graphically
summarized, to visualize its center, spread and skewness
and so on. Furthermore, robust symptoms of the suitable
distributional model for the data is provided by those features.
One of the sensor can be chosen from Sensor drop-down
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box for plotting, Up to 24 distinct Nodes can be chosen for
plotting by keeping an eye on the boxes alongside the node
list on the left side. An alternate plot coloring will be selected
for every node; a legend is shown on the right side of the
window, The x-axis on the diagram indicates information in
designing units for the sensor values, The y-axis demonstrates
percentage for the occurrence for each of these sensor values,
Right-clicking permits the user to choose a settled x-axis
range (for all instants available of past time, all data).
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The variation in quantity of light is displayed with different
color.

Fig. 7: Variation in Temperature to Time from MDA 100
system
Figure 7 shows the change in temperature with respect to
time, when three motes (XM2110) with data acquisition card
(MDA100) are connected with the MIB520 gateway. The
variation in quantity is shown with different nodes color.
Fig. 5: Chart view received from MDA 100 system
The Mote View provides the ability to produce sensors
historical data graphs, Figure 5 applies to the graphs that this
view provides. The Chart selection can present up to three
different graphs from different sensors, and up to twenty-four
nodes can be selecting for plotting.

A. Topology
The implemented architecture is Self-configured ad-hoc,
multi-hop mesh network topology comprises of nodes
communicate to each other and are enable of hopping
messages to gateway. The hopping efficiently prolongs radio
communication range and reduce the power requirement
during message transmission. Due to self-configuration, it
improves coverage and reliability. Which ensures two critical
benefits: improved radio coverage and improved reliability.
Normally all the nodes run in low power mode to achieve
multi-year battery life.
In figure 8, the Red marker shows rising temperature values
whereas green shows to temperature drop values noticed.
Specifically, node 1 (red outskirt) is placed close to a resource
of heat, and deals with a caution if information sensed surpass
a threshold esteem. Monitoring the topology, we can perceive
how a few nodes cannot correspond specifically with the
gateway. In this way, they need to associate with a middle
node to achieve the connection to gateway.

Fig. 6: Variation of light intensity from MDA 100 system
Figure 6 shows the variation of light intensity with respect
to time, when three motes (XM2110) with data acquisition
card (MDA100) are connected with the MIB520 gateway.
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When node 3 is placed near gateway and node 1 is placed
far from gateway that topology is observed in above Figure.9
In this, node 1 communicate to gateway through node 2.
When the node 3 is placed far from gateway and the node1 is
placed near gateway in Figure. 10 where node 3 communicate
to gateway through node2.
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IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, WSN proposal for analysis of indoor
applications, by means of the Mote Works platform, has been
illustrated. The key benefit of the platform is self-configured
WSN platform improves coverage and reliability and without
any complication, which make it possible to construct a WSN
impeccably working, for monitoring predetermined area and
save the information into some database. In future we are
working on Wireless Sensor Network real time testing in
Under Sea conditions.
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